ABSTRACT
This modularity may be reflected both in the linguistic organisation of the translation process and in the provision of software devices specifically tailored to the relevant sub-task (Vauquois, 1975:33) . This is the case in Bede, where for each sub-task a grammar interpreter is provided which has the property of being no more powerful than necessary for the task in question.
This contrasts with the approach taken in TAt~-H~c~o (TAUM, Ig73), where a single general-purpose device (Colmerauer's (1970) 'O-Systems') is orovided, with the associated disadvantage that for some 'simple' tasks the superfluous power of the device means that processes are seriously uneconomical. Bede incorporates five such 'grammar types' with associated individual formalisms and processors: these are described in detail in the second half of this paper.
B. The microproce,ssor environment !t is in the microprocessor basis that the principle interest in this system lies, and, as mentioned above, the main concern is the effects of the restrictions that the environment imposes. Development of the Bede prototype is presently caking place on ZRO-based machines which provide 6Ak bytes of in-core memory and 72Ok bytes of peripheral store on two 5-I/~" double-sided double-density floppy disks. The intention is that any commercial version of Bede would run on more powerful processors with larger address space, since we feel chat such machines will soon rival the nopularity of the less powerful ZRO's as the standard desk-cop hardware.
Pro~rarzninR so far has been in Pascal-" (Sorcim, 197q) The output is a Chart with labelled arcs indicating lexical unit (LU) and possible interpretatio n o£ the stripped affixes, this 'hypothesis' to be confirmed by dictionary look-up.
By way of example, consider (I~, a possible French rule, which takes any word ending in -issons (e.g. finissons or h4rissons) and constructs an arc on the Chart recording the hypothesis that the word is an inflected form of an '-it' verb (i.e. finir or *h4rir).
At the end of dictionary look-up, a temporary 'sentence dictionary' is created, consisting of copies of the dictionary entries for (only) those LUs found in the current TU. This is purely an efficiency measure.
The sentence dictionary may of course include entries for homographs which will later be rejected.
B. Structural analysis I. 'P-rules'
The chart then undergoes a two-stage structural analysts.
In the first stage, context-sensitive augmented phrase-structure rules ('P-rules') work towards creating a single arc spanning the entire TU.
Arcs are labelled with appropriate syntactic class and syncactico-semantic feature information and a trace of the lower arcs which have been subsumed from which the parse tree can be simply extracted.
The trivial P-rule (2) iS provided as an examnle. We are in fact still experimenting in this area.
For a similar investigation, though on a machine with significantly different time and space constraints, see Slocum (1981).
'T-rules'
In the second stage of structural analysis, the tree structure implied by the labels and traces on these arcs is disjoined from the Char~ and undergoes general tree-Co-cree-transductions as described by 'T-rules', resulting in a single tree structure representing the canonical form of the TU.
• The formalism for the T-rules is similar co that for the P-rules, except in the geometry part, where tree structures rather than arc sequences are defined. Consider the necessarily more complex (though still simplified) example (3~. which regularises a simple English passive. The synthesis T-rules for a given language can be viewed as analogues ~f the T-rules that are used for analysis of that language, though it is unlikely that for syntbes~s the analysis rules could be simpLy reversed, Once the desired structure has been arrived at, the trees undergo a series of context-sensitive rules used to assign mainly syntactic features co the leaves ('L-rules'), for example for the purpose of assigning number and gender concord (etc.) .
The formalism for the L-rules is aglin similar to that for the p-rules and T-rules, the geOmett'y pert this time definYng a single tree structure with no structural modification implied.
A simple example for German is provided here (4). 
CLASS.V; TENSE.PRES; NUH.SING;
PEgs-3; HOOD=INDIC dict. info.: CONJ(V)=IRREG assign:
Affix "-T" to STEHI(V)
D. General comments on system design
The general modularity of the system will have been quite evident.
A key factor, as mentioned above, is that each of these grammars is just powerful enough for the cask required of It: thus no computing power is 'wasted' at any of the intermediate stages. into interpretable 'code') operate on the data structure.
The system differs from the classical PS setup in distributing its static data over two databases: the rule packages and the dictionary.
The combination of the rule packages and the dictionary, the software interfacing these, end the rule interpreter can however be considered as analgous to the rule interpreter of a classical P$.
IIl. CONCLUSION
As an experimental research project, Bede provides us with an extremely varied range of computational linguistics problems, ranging from the principally linguistic task of rule-writing, to the essentially computational work of software tmplen~lncatton, with lexicography and terminology playing their part along the way. gut we hope too that Bade is more than an academic exercise, and that we are making a significant contribution to applied Computational linguistics research.
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